


Being stuck at home as a family can sometimes get boring,
especially if you always stick to the same tried and tested
activities like watching movies and playing monopoly. The
things you do at home with your family often condition the
amount and quality of fun you will experience. If you have an
abnormally long amount of time to spend at home with your
family, you have to be creative and try new exciting activities.

Here are some fun and innovative ideas to boost your family
time:
 

1. Origami
 

Origami is an ancient Japanese art that involves folding
paper to make different kinds of shapes like animals,
plants, etc. It is an engaging form of art that anyone can
learn. To learn origami, all you need is some white paper,
color pencils, scissors and glue. You can easily follow
tutorials on YouTube together as a family.Depending on
how competitive your family members are, you can also
have Origami contests after you have mastered several
shapes.

Recently some artists have gone on to add some led lights
to the paper shapes to give the artwork some beautiful
light and color scenery. To kick things up a notch, add
colored led lights and display the forms in the house.
 



2. Indoor camping
 
 

 
Indoor camping is another fun activity for families. It is
easy to set up, and everything you need is usually
already available in the house. You can turnthe living
room into a camp out space, turn off the lights, and
take turns telling scary stories while roasting
marshmallows on a portable burner.
 

3. Make short movies
 
 

Depending on how many you are in your family, you
could write and create short video clips that you record
using a phone or a camcorder if you have one. The idea
is to have everyone participate in the whole movie-
making process, including writing the script, picking the
wardrobe, and acting it out. Keep the dialogue short so
that you do not have to memorize a lot of words. It is



even more fun if you turn the whole house into a movie
set.
 

4. Treasure hunt
 
 

A treasure hunt is another way of having fun as a family.
To make it enjoyable, have one person set up the hunting
clues and divide the rest of the family into groups. The
hunting clues should cater to all different age groups of
the family so everyone can actively participate.
 

 

 

 

5. Indoor Olympics
 


